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Abstract
The intrinsic poor loading of Ion Cyclotron (IC) plasma-facing antennas makes the use of
Tuning and Matching Systems (TMSs) a necessity. The antenna plus TMS is a resonant system;
in the TMS and access lines high voltages (tens of kV) must be accounted for in the unavoidable
unmatched part of the feeding lines. In this work, we propose and test an innovative type of IC
launcher; it is based on achieving resonance of the self-standing antenna, i.e. without the TMS.
A mechanical full-metal tuning mechanism is described and demonstrated to allow wide-band
operation. A systematic analysis of possible antenna topologies has led to identifying a structure
that can allow good impedance matching along with compliance with maximum electric field
constraints. Most of the design is carried out using a simplified plasma and a commercial
analysis tool and then validated with a realistic plasma using TOPICA code.

Keywords: DTT, ICRF antenna, ICRF heating, resonant antenna, TOPICA

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Motivation and background

Among the auxiliary systems adopted in present-day exper-
iments towards the realisation of controlled nuclear fusion
with magnetic confinement, Ion Cyclotron (IC) antennas are
certainly one of the most promising options to deliver high
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power to the plasma. As a matter of fact, IC antennas are
currently installed and routinely operated in almost all the
existing fusion experiments and are foreseen for the next gen-
eration of tokamaks like ITER, SPARC [1] and DEMO [2].
An IC system is to be designed also for the Divertor Tokamak
Test facility (DTT) [3–5], a new tokamak under realization at
the ENEA Frascati Research Center.

Unfortunately, IC launchers, if compared to antennas used
in radars or telecommunications, are definitely characterised
by very poor loadings, i.e. by very high reflection coefficients
at their input ports. To be more specific, the working fre-
quency (usually of the order of tens of MHz), the high power
to be delivered to plasma, the limited space available on the
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machines and, in general, the mechanical constraints do not
allow to easily reach an efficient antenna design. This prac-
tically means that, for IC systems to be successfully operated
in plasma fusion experiments, extremely high voltage values
have to be imposed along the input lines, between the antenna
and the mandatory matching system. As one may guess, high
voltages are rather dangerous for both the feeding lines, lead-
ing to breakdowns, especially at the feedthroughs, and for the
antenna itself, above all around the radiating elements, caus-
ing arcs and driving RF potentials that can eventually damage
the entire system.

Given these conditions, even a small reduction of the input
reflection coefficient would determine a remarkable gain in
terms of power transferred to plasma (at constant voltage)
or, even better, a consistent decrease of the input voltage (at
constant delivered power). The aim of this work is to intro-
duce and describe an innovative antenna concept based on a
self-resonant structure for the upcoming DTT experiment; to
achieve the desired frequency band of operation, the antenna
is made mechanically tunable. It is important to mention here
that this paper would like to provide a proof of principle and
not a complete antenna design; the mechanical, thermal and
nuclear stresses should be addressed in a future paper.

The organisation of this paper is as follows: in section 2
an overview of the self-resonant tunable concept is provided,
while section 3 contains the description of the adopted
tools (section 3.1), of the simulated preliminary geometries
(section 3.2) and a detailed analysis of the optimized launcher
(sections 3.3–3.5).

2. Tunable resonant antennas

Aswell known [6], a (one port) structure is defined to be reson-
ant if its input impedance Zin( f) is purely real at the reference
frequency f 0, i.e. ImZin( f0) = 0, Zin( f0) = R. This remarkable
property alone is not yet enough to make it practically usable;
one also needs that the value of the real impedance at the res-
onance frequency matches the desired value set by generators
and feeding line, R0; the latter in typical IC systems is of the
order of tens of Ohms (it is going to be R0 = 30Ω for DTT IC
antenna).

In typical IC antennas, the resonance is generally achieved
after the Tuning and Matching System (TMS) located outside
the vacuum chamber, as the antenna alone cannot reach this
condition. A self-resonant antenna, on the contrary, is charac-
terized by this property at its own port, thus relaxing the task
of the TMS or dispensing it altogether.

It is well known that the (self) resonance of antennas
happens when the electrical length is comparable to the
wavelength; in a first approximation, we can employ here the
vacuum wavelength λ≈ λ0 = c/f, with the (small) impact of
plasma discussed later on. For conventional types of antenna
the first resonance happens for a length L of the antenna
L≈ λ0/2; this requires sizes typically not available in most
machines, including DTT. For example, if the strap topology

corresponds to a loop-type antenna, the typical resonance
happens when the loop perimeter is Lloop ≈ λ; the strap is
actually a half-loop, with the surrounding ‘ground plane’
accounting for the other half by image theorem, thus implying
Lstrap ≈ λ/2.

A resonance at a shorter antenna length is present for some
antenna topologies (e.g. [7]) at L≈ λ/4 or shorter values for
antennas loaded with some materials, whose viability in a
tokamak environment has however to be ascertained.

The quarter-wavelength (QW) resonance happens for two
fundamental topologies that are schematically depicted in
figure 1:

(a) the loop, i.e. with Lloop ≈ λ/2 and Lstrap ≈ Lloop/2≈ λ/4;
(b) the ‘L-type’ antenna, with LL ≈ λ/4 (its name refers to its

resemblance to the L letter).

The half-wavelength-perimeter resonance of the loop hap-
pens irrespective of the loop shape, e.g. for a circular, square,
or strap-like. It can be observed that when the loop-type is over
a ground plane, there is an apparent duality between the (half)
loop and the L-type, more evident when considering them as
‘stubs’ of a TL: the loop is terminated on a short, the L is ter-
minated on an open; in the L/λ≪ 1 limit the loop exhibits an
inductive behaviour whereas the L a capacitive one. Likewise,
neglecting material and radiation losses at the QW resonance
one expects Zin →∞ for the loop (short to open) and Zin → 0
for the L (open to short); considering (small) radiation losses,
one then expects to have a (very) small impedance for the L,
and a (very) large one for the loop. Hence, it is evident that
these ‘primal’ topologies must be augmented by a structure
that allows them to bring their resonance impedance to a prac-
tical value.

Also, a relevant question is on which bandwidth this input
impedance remains as close as required to the desired value.
It is a classical result of antenna theory that this impedance
bandwidth is proportional to the antenna volume measured in
λ3 [6]. Hence, all resonant small antennas are narrow-band.
The typical required operational bandwidth of the ICRH sys-
tem is in the order of 2:1 (e.g. in DTT from 60 to 90 MHz); as
a result, a resonant antenna needs to be also complemented by
a structural tuning mechanism.

For reasons that cannot be expounded in full here, employ-
ing the QW of loop-type is more difficult than for the L-type in
the context of ICRH (mostly for the impedance matching and
tuning requirements). The L-topology ismore favoured even in
communication antennas, that have less complex requirements
than in plasma heating; the usual impedance matching struc-
ture, depicted in figure 1(C), is called the inverted-F antenna;
as for the L name, this derives from the resemblance to the ‘F’
letter. The impedance matching structure is often described in
terms of TLs, but this is inaccurate (and sometimes mislead-
ing) when the matching length x is small and comparable to
the height h, which is often the case, especially in the applic-
ations of present interest; in this case, the closed current path
formed from the feed point to the first ground short has instead

2
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Figure 1. Poloidal cut of the resonant antenna. (A) Loop type (‘strap’); (B) basic L-type; (C) inverted-F topology with impedance matching;
(D) proposed structure with a tuning element. (Faraday shield omitted).

to be considered via magnetic inductive coupling, essentially
amounting to an autotransformer. This will not be pursued
analytically here; instead, it will be conveniently designed by
means of parametric simulations as described in section 3.

The frequency tuningmechanism has to be compatible with
the ICRH antenna environment; for example, variable capa-
citors have been excluded (they would be a very flexible tun-
ing and matching, as was in the TORE-SUPRA case, which
employed a loop-type resonance). Once at full performance,
DTT will undergo activation and the remote handling system
shall be used for all maintenance operations in the tokamak
hall. JET experience taught that variable capacitors may need
maintenance and/or fixings during their lifetime. Moreover,
DTT frequency range is higher than some other machines, so
we cannot use exactly the same capacitors of JET, WEST,
or W7-X, but something different with fewer experimental
records of its use in a tokamak. Such reasons made the capa-
citors appear partially risky in terms of reliability and main-
tainability and led to exclude their use. The envisioned sys-
tem is schematically depicted in figure 1(D). It is based on the
principle of changing the per-unit-length capacitance of the
transmission line (TL); this does not impact the phase velocity
(in the absence of dielectrics it is always the light velocity, c),
but it impacts the characteristic impedance, and hence (for a
given radiation loading) the (complex) input impedance; as the
impedance matching structure is not changed, in this way the
inductive-to-capacitive resonance balance happens at different
frequencies. Its full description beyond the simple principle
stated above calls for multi-conductor TL theory, and will not
be pursued analytically here; the same holds for the impact of
the Faraday shield.

An important remark should be pointed out with respect to
the structures schematically shown in figure 1; at a first glance,
structures (B)–(D) (especially the latter) resemble capacitors,
fixed or variable. It has to be stressed that these structures
are not such; in the first place these are resonant structures,
which at the lowest order implies balancing of capacitance and
inductance; second, the electrical lengths are between 1/8 and
1/4 wavelengths, and distributed capacitance and inductance
are key to the actual functioning of these antennas.

Finally, we observe that the search for a self-resonant
antenna for ICRH led to the solution described in [8] (and
related papers). While that approach shares the same motiv-
ation of this work, the two concepts, and the resulting anten-
nas, are very different. The approach in [8] was based on a
loop antenna configuration, made to resonate by a suitable
assembly of metal and dielectric elements; in that design, the
presence of a dielectric layer (totally absent in this proposed
concept) turned out quite challenging in terms of weight and
manufacturing.

An important issue in ICRH antennas is power handling
in terms of the maximum electric field. As well-known, elec-
tric field distribution is tied to the (time-averaged) stored elec-
tric energy, which is its volume integral. In turn, the resonance
condition corresponds to the stored electric andmagnetic ener-
gies being equal in magnitude thereby cancelling out due to
their opposite sign. For a given energy, the minimum of the
maximum field corresponds to having a constant field. This
cannot be achieved in practice, and the sources of high field
must be understood and their occurrence limited. It is well
known that the E field on isolated conductors has a singular
behaviour that is related to the geometrical asperity; in par-
ticular, for non-zero curvature radii, the field is inversely pro-
portional to the local radius of curvature. This behaviour is
modulated by the potential at each given point; hence, based
on TL theory one expects the open end to be a critical part (the
TL voltage is maximum at opens); a way of reducing the field
hot spots is then rounding the edges and making the conductor
thick.

3. Analysis of topologies for the tunable resonant
IC launcher

We will now analyse the tunable self-resonant launcher
described in section 2. We set as our main goals the possib-
ility of tuning the antenna throughout the entire frequency
range of DTT use, i.e. from 60 MHz to 90 MHz [9], and to be
able to operate it at full power (1.5 MW per antenna, i.e. two
straps) with maximum electric fields within the antenna box

3
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Figure 2. Front view (left) and poloidal cut (right) of the setup adopted in CST-MWS with some relevant dimensions (in millimetres). The
two-straps antenna is enclosed within a box (all metallic elements are assumed to be Steel-1008) and located in front of a 60.8 mm vacuum
layer followed by a 400 mm lossy dielectric.

around 2.5 MVm−1. This field requirement in DTT derives
from the experimental evidence and design requests of other
machines (see table 1 in [4]). The broad frequency range is
needed to locate the cyclotron resonances of 3 He (60 MHz)
and H (90MHz) minorities on the tokamak axis with the nom-
inal DTT magnetic field of 5.85 T [4]. In terms of antenna
feeding, we rounded up the input power per strap to 800 kW
(instead of 750 kW) to have margin against antenna and TL
losses. With respect to the foreseen generators layout depicted
in [4], one could modify it and directly connect each generator
to a strap if stable operating points were achievable and the
antenna confirmed its ELM-resilient behaviour; an external
system based on 3 dB hybrid couplers represents our last resort
choice in case the use of additional hardware is unavoidable.
Other details concerning the full IC system design can be
found in [4].

3.1. Adopted tools and simulations setup

Figure 2 describes the setup adopted in CST-MWS to first
select the most promising geometrical solution and then to
properly optimize its performance. The ‘equivalent’ loading
(right-hand side of the picture) was originally selected by min-
imizing the differences between CST-MWS and TOPICA sim-
ulations performed with the antenna geometry and the plasma
profile adopted for the TOPICA preliminary DTT IC antenna
design [10]. To be more specific, a 60.8 mm vacuum layer is
located right in front of the Faraday Screen (FS) outer sur-
face; a user-defined lossy dielectric (ϵr = 225 and tanδ = 1.17
at 90 MHz) extends for additional 400 mm. The authors are
hence aware that a different application both in terms of geo-
metry and plasma loading may lead to slightly different out-
comes.

A single strap/cavity was adopted throughout the entire
optimization process (assuming 800 kW of input power),

while the full launcher (two straps) was eventually simulated
in TOPICA (see section 3.5). At this stage, no geometrical
optimization was carried out on the FS. Several simulations
with and without it, changing the number of bars and their
section, were performed in [11], showing rather stable results
in terms of resonance position and a small variation on elec-
tric fields maxima. Similarly, the RF contacts needed for the
tuning element (TE) have not been optimized yet. The short
pulse duration (about 50 s) and the first estimates of the cur-
rent on the surface of the pole (about 1.5 kA) allows us to be
quite optimistic about their usage.

3.2. Concept selection and antenna optimization

By observing figure 2, the reader can notice that, since the
total dimensions are constant (they are bounded by the size
of the port plug), only two elements are left for optimization,
namely the strap and the TE. While addressing the interested
reader to [11] for a detailed analysis of the simulated raw (not
optimized) geometries, we shortly summarize here the selec-
tion process’ rationale.

Figure 3 reports a poloidal cut of the most relevant tested
geometries in terms of strap shape, keeping constant a standard
TE with an asymmetric pole (labelled as TE2 in figure 4). The
strap wasmodelled as an ‘L-type’ antenna (S1), shorted on one
end in the front of the antenna box (S2a, S3) or in the back
(S2b), shorted on more than one point in the front (S4a) or
at the antenna back wall (S4b). Only geometries S3 and S4a
showed the requested behaviour in terms of input reflection
coefficient within the entire 60–90 MHz frequency range. All
other options were immediately discarded.

Figure 4 shows the most relevant geometrical solutions
tested for the TE. Since the initial requirement about the
frequency flexibility can be reached by radially shifting the
TE itself, it was immediately evident that a folded (as for
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Figure 3. Tested solutions in terms of antenna strap shape.

Figure 4. Tested solutions in terms of tuning elements.

instance TE3) or a double TE (as TE7) considerably reduced
the radial dynamic, hence they had to be dropped. However,
it is important to stress that for reduced frequency bandwidth
applications (or even better for fixed frequency resonance),
those TE designs could be successfully implemented.

Once the pool of strap (S3 or S4a) and TE (TE1 or TE2)
candidates was considerably reduced by imposing the fre-
quency flexibility, the analysis moved to the evaluation of
the total electric field within the antenna box, which allowed
to select the combined geometry S3TE2 as the most prom-
ising antenna to be optimized (see [11] for further details).
Starting from a raw model, all strap and TE surfaces were
smoothed and optimized to reduce the local electric fields.
Figure 5 documents the electric field within the antenna box
for both the starting raw geometry (top) and the optimized one
(bottom). For both launchers, the electric fields were evalu-
ated at the lower available resonance. To be more specific,
the raw model was tested at 59.92 MHz, where a −12.5 dB
S11 magnitude allowed to couple 755 kW out of the 800 kW
assumed as incident power. The optimized model was tested at
61.44 MHz instead, where a −7.7 dB S11 magnitude allowed
to couple 664 kW out of the same incident power. The optim-
ization process allowed for considerably reducing the elec-
tric field in the most critical areas, above all around the TE
surfaces.

It must be stressed that while the electric field average beha-
viour is correctly predicted once the simulation has reached
convergence, the electric field maxima are influenced by how
curved items are built and then discretized instead; different
construction choices (for instance analytical curve defined by

the user vs. built-in round-up procedure automatically per-
formed by the tool) may lead to slightly different maxima. As a
consequence, a more reliable indication of the exact field max-
ima should come frommeasurements of a mock-up antenna in
a suitable environment. Our strategy would be to work below
the safety limit and test the mock-up in the most realistic con-
ditions to check that, after usual preparation works (surface
cleaning, low-power test of resonances with a seawater load,
baking, voltage test in vacuum tank, conditioning), no arcing
occurs. If this is not the case, a post-test identification of arcing
location(s) has(ve) to be carried out and compared with simu-
lation model and predictions. Due to above mentioned uncer-
tainties, the analysis of the parallel electric fields in front of
the launcher has not been addressed yet. The authors are fully
aware that this is a critical parameter in trying to minimize
impurity production; however, any further geometrical optim-
ization (above all of the front face) should be done only after
a consistency check of the exact field maxima.

3.3. Frequency analysis

Keeping constant the geometry, the TE was radially shifted
backwards to verify the frequency coverage; figure 6 reports
the position of the resonance according to the radial displace-
ment of the TE (in cm). The reader can notice that a first res-
onance driven by the radial position of the TE covers the range
60–85 MHz; a second resonance appears around 90 MHz
and it is only slightly influenced by the TE radial position.
Table 1 shows the magnitude of the maximum electric field
(in MVm−1) evaluated for different antenna sections (same
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Figure 5. Magnitude of the max electric field (clamped to 2.5 MVm−1) evaluated with CST-MWS for different antenna sections, given
800 kW of incident power at the lower available resonance. From left to right, the fields are plotted at the poloidal mid-section, at the
toroidal mid-section, at the toroidal position of the TE pole, at the radial mid-section of the strap, at the radial mid-section of the TE. The
top row reports the electric field computed for the starting model, and the bottom one the electric field computed for the optimized launcher.
The maximum electric field for each section (as indicated by CST-MWS) is also reported on the picture, expressed in MVm−1.

Figure 6. Magnitude of the input reflection coefficient for different TE radial positions (expressed in cm). The curve corresponding to
z_TE2 = 0.08 cm shows a ripple around the 100 MHz minimum; despite no warning from the software, this behaviour probably indicates
that, at the frequency, the mesh is not accurate enough. This point has been added only to show that a second minimum appears for every TE
position, but it is not of interest here being above the 90 MHz upper limit of operation.

Table 1. From left to right: resonance frequency (MHz), magnitude of the input reflection coefficient (in dB), coupled power (in kW) given
800 kW of incident power, magnitude of the maximum electric field at the poloidal mid section, at the toroidal mid section, at the toroidal
position of the TE pole, at the radial mid section of the strap, at the radial mid section of the TE.

fres |S11| Pcoupled Pol. mid Tor. mid Tor. pole Strap TE

61.44 −7.7 664 2.7 2.3 2.7 2.7 2.7
67.92 −10.3 726 2.9 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.8
74.80 −14.1 796 3.1 2.1 3.0 3.1 2.6
75.20 −6.1 603 2.8 1.9 2.5 2.5 2.3
82.16 −13.6 765 3.2 2.2 3.0 2.9 1.0
90.56 −9.3 706 3.1 2.3 3.0 3.1 1.4

6
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Table 2. From left to right: vacuum layer size (cm), resonance frequency (MHz), magnitude of the input reflection coefficient (in dB),
coupled power (in kW) given 800 kW of incident power, magnitude of the maximum electric field at the poloidal mid section, at the toroidal
mid section, at the toroidal position of the TE pole, at the radial mid section of the strap, at the radial mid section of the TE.

Vacuum f res |S11| Pcoupled Pol. mid Tor. mid Tor. pole Strap TE

0.00 62.48 −1.3 202 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
6.08 61.44 −7.7 664 2.7 2.3 2.7 2.7 2.7
10.00 61.28 −19.1 790 4.1 3.4 4.2 4.3 4.1
10.00 61.12 −7.1 644 3.3 3.2 3.8 3.8 3.6
20.00 61.12 −11.1 739 6.0 4.9 5.8 5.9 5.7

Figure 7. Magnitude of the input reflection coefficient for different radial extensions of the vacuum layer (in cm).

as in figure 5), given 800 kW of incident power, along the
required frequency range; the resonance frequency (in MHz)
is reported on the first column, while the magnitude of S11 (in
dB) and the coupled power to the load (in kW) are listed in
columns two and three respectively. In general, the electric
field is slightly higher on the strap while moving to higher
frequencies, while it decreases all around the TE. It should
also be stressed that the geometrical optimization described in
section 3.2 was performed at the lower available frequency,
hence it is not so surprising that the minimum electric fields
are found there. Apart from further geometrical optimization,
one possible strategy to reduce the local electric fields is to
operate slightly off the main resonance. For instance, instead
of using the 74.80 MHz resonance, one could tune the work-
ing frequency to 75.20 MHz keeping constant the position of
the TE, with all the benefits listed in table 1; this has unfortu-
nately a negative impact in terms of reduction of the coupled
power.

3.4. Load resilience

Similarly to section 3.3, we tested the antenna behaviour for
different loading conditions, changing the amount of vacuum
between the antenna mouth and the lossy dielectric layer.
Figure 7 documents the effect of the vacuum layer radial
extension on the input reflection coefficient; the resonance
frequency is only mildly affected by the amount of vacuum

(±0.5 MHz), while its intensity goes from about −1 dB to
more than −20 dB. It must be stressed that a huge radial vari-
ation (up to 28 cm) has been taken into account with the only
purpose to show that there is an optimal radial distance of the
launcher in terms of input parameters. The minimal effect on
resonance frequency implies that the tuning (i.e. TE position)
needs not be adjusted if the loading suddenly changes within
a shot; as a consequence, while the radial movement of the
TE has to cover the whole frequency range, no action of this
sort has to be necessarily performed in real-time. Conversely,
the possibility to radially displace the entire antenna during
a shot, and therefore to increase (or decrease) the antenna-
plasma distance, appears very beneficial to optimized coupled
power. Similarly, figure 9 indicates that, at least at this stage, a
TMS should be in place to protect the feeding lines in case of a
sudden drop in the input reflection coefficient. To conclude the
analysis, table 2 reports the electric fieldmaxima for some con-
figurations; as previously stated, operating the antenna slightly
off-resonance has a beneficial impact on local electric fields.

3.5. Analysis in front of a plasma with TOPICA code

The final step of this preliminary analysis was the simulation
with TOPICA code [12] of the optimized launcher described
in the previous sections. This study focused on the lower fre-
quency resonance (as predicted by CST-MWS and shown in
figure 6) and it aimed at completing figure 7 with a realistic

7
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Figure 8. Front view of the IC launcher simulated with TOPICA (left) with a detail of the mesh resolution on the metallic surfaces (middle)
and a zoomed view of the strap and tuning element (right). The position of the surfaces where the electric near field has been tested are
reported on the right picture too.

Figure 9. S11 magnitude (left) and input impedance (real part top-right, imaginary part bottom-right) as a function of frequency for the
optimized launcher with the reference plasma profile and the shifted one loaded in TOPICA. The CST-MWS curve corresponding to the
lower frequency resonance in figure 6 is added for comparison.

plasma profile. As anticipated, the full 2-strap antenna has
been included in TOPICAmodel. Figure 8 reports a front view
of the selected launcher and a detailed one of the adopted strap
and TE.

The kinetic profiles of the single null, 6 T, 5.5 MA, ref-
erence scenario with Neon seeding, predicted by integrated
modelling simulations [13], were joint with those predicted
by edge simulations in plasma detachment condition [14] and
given as input to TOPICA (see also [4] for additional details).
Figure 9 shows the comparison between CST-MWS predic-
tions with equivalent dielectric load and TOPICA simulations
with this realistic plasma profile (labelled as shot 2295 in the
picture). To provide a better insight into the load dependence,
the plasma profile has also been shifted away from the antenna
by adding 3 cm of vacuum. As already highlighted by figure 7,
different loading conditions can imply a small shift in the res-
onance frequency (less than one MHz). Moreover, figure 9
proves that a first geometrical optimization of the launcher can

be pursued also with an equivalent dielectric, while a verifica-
tion with actual plasma operation remains clearly mandatory.

To conclude the analysis with TOPICA, figure 10 compares
the near fields within the antenna box in CST-MWS (top) and
in TOPICA (middle and bottom), always evaluated at the cor-
responding lower frequency resonance. More specifically, in
CST-MWS the resonance occurs at 61.44MHzwith a−7.2 dB
S11 magnitude, allowing to couple about 646 kW per port out
of the 800 kW assumed as incident power per port. For the
reference plasma profile in TOPICA (bottom), the resonance
occurs at 62.8 MHz with a −4.8 dB S11 magnitude (about
469 kW coupled per port), while for the 3 cm shifted profile
(middle) the resonance moves to 62.0 MHz with a −7.96 dB
S11 magnitude (679 kW coupled per port). In terms of max-
imum field within the antenna box, CST-MWS reports a peak
of 2.7MVm−1, while 2.5MVm−1 and 2.0MVm−1 are found
for the shifted plasma and the reference plasma in TOPICA,
respectively.

8
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Figure 10. Magnitude of the max electric field (clamped to 2.5 MVm−1) evaluated with CST-MWS (top), TOPICA (reference plasma with
3 cm additional vacuum, middle) and TOPICA (reference plasma, bottom) for different antenna sections, given 800 kW of incident power
per port at the lower available resonance. From left to right, the fields are plotted at the poloidal mid-section, at the toroidal mid-section, at
the radial mid-section of the strap, at the radial mid-section of the TE.

4. Conclusions and perspectives

This paper presented a full-metal tunable self-resonant
antenna concept and its application to the case study of the
DTT experiment. Several topologies were first tested and a
promising candidate was selected. The proposed launcher can
be tuned to resonate from 60 MHz to 90 MHz, guaranteeing a
low input reflection coefficient throughout the entire frequency
bandwidth; it also shows an encouraging resilience in the case
of real plasma operations. A first estimate of the local electric
fields within the antenna box indicated that further geometrical
optimization is required to successfully operate the antenna
with a sufficient confidence margin within the 2.5 MVm−1

limit adopted during the design phase.
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